Q2 2020 Market Commentary

As US states began to reopen businesses and public
spaces, COVID-19 case spikes have largely left those
plans paused or postponed. The underlying economic
fallout from the pandemic is growing as revenues wane
and defaults rise while the world hopes for a vaccine.
Global Markets Performance

Per Morningstar, the US stock market, as represented by the S&P 500, finished up 20.54% on the
quarter, reversing a similarly negative return last quarter and posting a net -3.08% on the year so far.
Smaller US stocks1 rose further, up over 25% for the quarter but are still down -12.98% this year.
International stock markets2 and emerging markets3 trailed domestic equity markets but performed well
in the quarter with returns of 16.12% and 18.08%. On the credit side, core bonds4 rose 2.90% and high
yield bonds5 rose as well, up 9.61% for the quarter, impacted primarily by significantly tightened
spreadsa. Emerging market (EM) bonds6 rose as well, up 11.21% on the quarter.

© Morningstar 2020. All data as of 06/30/2020. All rights reserved. The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or
its content providers; (2) may not be copied, adapted or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. Not all index
performance mentioned is displayed above. See references for more detail.7
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Coronavirus Update

Since our last quarterly letter in early April, the coronavirus pandemic peaked, retreated, and now
appears to be spiking again in the United States. As of July 6th, the US reported over 2.9 million cases
and over 130,000 deaths related to the pandemic8. In addition, the highest daily incidence to date was
recorded on July 3rd at over 57,000 new cases9.
Other countries around the world are facing similarly daunting battles with the virus. While the US
holds the highest total case count globally and cases are rising, the virus is currently accelerating most
aggressively in Africa, South America, southeast Asia, and the eastern Mediterranean10. But countries all
around the world continue to fight this disease in various waves.
From an investment perspective, investors are pricing in a complete rebound in S&P 500 earnings to
pre-COVID levels by the end of 202111. That pace is much faster than many leading economists and
international economic entities forecast, which generally point to the end of 2022 at the earliest12.
Future stock market performance will continue to be influenced by developments on the virus as they
relate to economic shutdowns, case counts, and deaths. However, recent data in the US suggest that
the mortality rate may be lower going forward as an increasing percentage of cases are amongst
younger generations with stronger inherent immunities to combat the virus13.
Stocks Focused On Deaths Not Cases

Source: Charles Schwab, Bloomberg. As of June 20, 2020.13

This is a relative positive
and may in part help to
explain the resilience of the
US stock markets despite
the current economic
recession. As seen here,
analysts at Charles Schwab
Investment Management
recently reported that
stock markets appear to be
focused on the trend in
virus-related deaths as
opposed to case counts14.
That reasoning is
somewhat logical as there
is insufficient testing to
capture all active cases and
thus case data may not be
as robust as fatality
statistics.

However, we should continue to watch this trend as the US experiences a rebound in cases and as the
mortality rate adjusts to reflect the affected demographics. There are myriad forces impacting the
markets each day in addition to coronavirus statistics.
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The Robinhood Effect

Tuning into the financial news networks these days nearly guarantees a mention of the retail trading
boom and its collective effect on the markets. And no app has received greater publicity than
Robinhood, which offers free accounts and free trading in stocks, optionsb, and other assets to the
general population. While it’s impossible to quantify the exact impact of increased trading by such
investors, there is some likelihood that this trading has led to higher volatility on both the upside and
the downside.
Research from German financial giant Allianz illustrates the degree to which retail trading may be
affecting certain segments of the markets through the strong increase in trades per day on US online
brokerage platforms. Options volume on the S&P 500 in retail-sized trades currently accounts for
approximately 13% of total volume15. In certain blue-chipc individual stocks, the same type of trades
now account for 20-30% of total options volume15.
While Markets Crashed, Retail Trading Increased Significantly

Source: Company data, Bloomberg, Allianz Research.14

The recent case of a rental car company offers further evidence of retail impact on the markets. In the
three weeks leading up to June 14th, the company declared bankruptcy, saw its stock price rise over
1,400%, and subsequently fell by 75%16. During that time, the reported number of Robinhood users
holding this stock increased by over 200%15.
Further, as the pandemic began to unfold and investors anticipated the implications for online
communication, the price for an electronic equipment provider was bid up almost 800%15 in a manner of
three weeks. However, some investors had mistaken this equipment provider for a similarly named
video-conferencing service run by an entirely different company. The price of the former subsequently
declined from $60 to under $115.
Thus, it’s important to recognize that over the short-term markets can be irrational, exuberant, and
sometimes flat out wrong. But investing over the long-term can aid us in avoiding these dislocations and
in building wealth through strategic and intelligent planning.
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Looking Forward

The third quarter of this year is likely to be dominated by two topics: coronavirus (both case growth and
treatments/vaccines) and the US presidential election.
Medical experts including US NIAID Director Anthony Fauci have generally pegged the arrival of a
vaccine no sooner than the first half of 202117. As of this writing, there are at least seventeen vaccines
being tested in human trials around the world16, one hundred seventy-nine total vaccines in
development, and over two hundred sixty treatments being studied18. As these vaccines and treatments
progress through trials or fail to prove effective, markets should react accordingly.
The 2020 US presidential election has the potential for greater consequences than prior elections, and
thus is likely to become a more dominant topic in markets as we get closer to November. As of July 6th,
Joe Biden held a 17.8 point average advantage over President Trump in betting markets19. At stake in
this election are different approaches to the COVID-19 pandemic, US-China relations, fiscal policy, and
the role of government, among others.
As we look forward into a sea of uncertainty, it’s important to remember that long-term investing can be
a ballast to which we generally can hitch our financial plans. Over time, the probability of achieving your
investment goals can be best met not by timing the markets but by making regular contributions,
increasing those as possible, and sticking to a disciplined approach20.
Times of great uncertainty, like the present, are times to reevaluate short-term needs and how they fit
within your larger goals. They generally should not be the times to adjust your portfolios based on fear
or other behavioral concerns. If your financial situation or goals have changed, please reach out to your
financial advisor to discuss your plan.
Ryan Walsh, CFA®, FRM® is an investment advisor representative of NWAM, LLC dba Northwest Asset Management and RIA Innovations, an
SEC registered investment adviser. This publication is in no way a solicitation or offer to sell securities or investment advisory services. Statistical
information, quotes, charts, references to articles or any other quoted statement or statements regarding market or other financial information
is obtained from sources which we believe reliable, but we do not warrant or guarantee the timeliness or accuracy of this information. All
domestic and international rights are reserved. No part of this newsletter including text, graphics, et al, may be reproduced or copied in any
format, electronic, print, et al, without written consent from Ryan Walsh, CFA®, FRM® and Northwest Asset Management or RIA Innovations.
Neither Ryan Walsh CFA®, FRM®, nor Northwest Asset Management or RIA Innovations provide legal or tax advice. Please be advised to consult
your investment advisor, attorney or tax professional before making any investment decisions.
As of June 30, 2020.
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Glossary:
Spreadsa – the difference in bond yields of the same maturity but differing qualities, e.g. corporate bonds vs. US government bonds.
Optionsb – a contract that gives the buyer the right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell the underlying asset at a specified price prior to a
specified date
Blue chipc – typically large capitalization, well-known brands.
Fiscal spending & budget deficits – fiscal spending relates to all government expenses, and a budget deficit implies a government is spending
more than it is receiving from taxes, interest, etc.
Liquidity vs Solvency – liquidity relates to having enough cash on hand to continue operating in the short term, while solvency relates to the
long-term and whether or not equity is sufficient to continue operating.
Repos (repurchase agreements) – in repurchase markets, borrowers needing cash offer lenders collateral, generally in the form of safe bonds
(such as US Government bonds), and in return receive a short-term loan. Repo agreements can be as long as one year, but are generally three
months or less, and the most popular tenure is an overnight loan.
Federal funds rate – the interest rate that banks charge other banks for lending them money from their reserve balances (held at the Federal
Reserve) on an overnight basis.
Agency mortgage bonds – mortgage securities that are issued by government-sponsored entities (GSEs) like Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac, or
guaranteed by a government agency like Ginnie Mae.
Strategic asset allocation – the long-term asset class goals for an investor which specify on average, how much of your money should be
invested into stocks, bonds, etc.
Goldilocks – describes an economy that’s neither too hot as to spur rapid inflation or too cold to cause a recession; it characterizes an economy
operating in an optimal state from a macroeconomic standpoint.
Yield curve – the graphic representation of US Treasury securities as defined by their yield and time to maturity.
One-month & ten-year rates – on the US government yield curve, the securities issued with maturities of one month and ten years,
respectively. The US Treasury also issues securities between one month and ten years, and longer than ten years.
Asset location – the tax-arbitrage strategy of placing high-tax exposure assets in low tax-paying accounts, and vice versa. The theoretical
benefit is to lower taxes from investments and compound higher long-term capital.

mABC Investment Advisors, LLC is a state registered investment advisor in the State of Texas and certain other states. This
content is provided by a third party and may not necessarily reflect the expertise of this Advisor. This publication is not intended
to provide investment advice and is intended for your information only. This publication is reprinted with the permission of
NWAM, LLC dba Northwest Asset Management and RIA Innovations, an SEC registered investment adviser. NWAM, LLC is
unrelated to mABC Investment Advisors, LLC.
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